DEAR GROUP ZERO

Here is our planned activities. This programme will also appear in the session newspaper. It will shortly be posted to those, who sign up for participating in the Summer Session. Those of you who did not sign up, can still do so. But do it now. And I advise every one of you to sign up and come to Sweden and participate. Check http://www.nsuweb.net for details.

THE WHOLE WEEK

Group Zero might go shopping in the different Study Circles and contribute to discussions in a 0-perspective. Also Group Zero has the intention of contributing to all kind of activities going on in the Summer Session in 0-manners.

NSU TV will broadcast daily news. They can be watched in the bar every evening after dinner except for Tuesday, when we will broadcast after the panel discussion.

Every day will have a separate theme. Look for the movable tent for an introduction to the theme of the day. There will be decorations according to the theme of the day around the Summer Session area. For example on Wednesday there will be writing session during the day, so that you can make texts for participating in the poetry slam in the evening.

The morning rehearsals and after lunch gatherings will take place in the room of Group Zero, while the news and midnight assembly will be in the bar. Everybody can participate in activities of Group Zero. Just join. All activities are subject to change. We are dedicated to action oriented working methods. There is additional information available about Group Zero at the web page: http://nsuweb.net

SUNDAY 29 JULY - Theme: Zero

17.00: Welcome to everybody and introduction to 0-concept.
Evening: The News.
Midnight: Spontaneous assembly when needed.
MONDAY 30 JULY - Theme: Technology

9.30: Morning rehearsal
13.00: After lunch gathering
Afternoon: Machine Performance Part I.
17.00: Nationality Meeting: international actions.
   Evening: The News.
   Later: Machine Performance Part II.
   Midnight: Spontaneous assembly when needed.

TUESDAY 31 JULY - Theme: Globalisation

9.30: Morning rehearsal
13.00: After lunch gathering

19.00: Panel Discussion: Founding of ATTAC-NSU.
   Evening: The News.
   Midnight: Spontaneous assembly when needed.

WEDNESDAY 1 AUGUST - Theme: Literature

Breakfast: Sleepy Reading.
9.30: Morning rehearsal
Lunch: Poetry Demonstration.
13.00: After lunch gathering
Afternoon: Poetry and Music Performance.
16.45: Council Meeting: extra parliamentary actions
19.00: Panel Discussion: Founding of ATTAC-NSU.
   Evening: The News.
   Later: Poetry Slam and Spoken Word in Concert.
   Midnight: Spontaneous assembly when needed.

THURSDAY 2 AUGUST - Theme: Travel

During the day: spontaneous excursions.
   Evening: The News.
   Later: Don't even ask.
   Night: You are too late.
   Midnight: Spontaneous assembly when needed.

FRIDAY 3 AUGUST - Theme: Body

9.30: Morning rehearsal
13.00: After lunch gathering
Afternoon: Cyberspace / Body Performance Part I.
16.45: Council Meeting: extra parliamentary actions continues.
   Evening: The News.
Later: Cyberspace / Body Performance Part II.
Midnight: Spontaneous assembly when needed.

SATURDAY 4 AUGUST - Theme: Silence

9.30: Morning rehearsal
13.00: After lunch gathering
Afternoon: getting rid of.
Evening: The News.
Later: shot up.
Midnight: Spontaneous assembly when needed.
After hours: nothing.

SUNDAY 5 AUGUST - Theme: Leaving

Go home.
Get out of here.

>> Contact:

Morten Ranum
Email: ranum@skydebanen.net

Michael Bryder
Email: michael.bryder@anarki.dk
http://www.michaelbryder.com
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